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Eruv info 

Carrying on Shabbat 

Shabbat is a time to look inward, act inwardly, live inwardly. As such, we don’t carry outside 
on Shabbat. In legal terms, we don’t carry from Private Space to a Public Space and the 
opposite. 

 

FOUR SPACES ON SHABBAT: 

Public Space – Reshut Harabim 

A public space ( רביםרשות ה ) is a large, publicly owned area that has 600,000 people 

passing through on a daily basis.  

- example: a major highway 

 

Private Space – Reshut Hayachid 

- Walls are at least 10 handbreadths tall (40 inches) and surrounding on all sides. 
- People living/livable inside 
- Sealed off from the public at least for some period of time (like walled cities that 

lock at night)  
- Example: a private, single-family home 

 

Intermediate space- Karmelit 

A space in between public and private. Neither nor. 

- A Karmelit is in limbo and therefore is treated like a public domain but can be made 
into a private space with an enclosure 

- Example: most residential streets 

 

Insignificant area- Mekom Petur 

A small area (less than four handbreadths by four handbreadths) at least three 
handbreadths above the ground 

- Example: the top of a parking meter 
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BARRIERS: 

Mechitza- a wall that separates two domains 

- It could be a natural barriers such as the steep slope of a river 
- It could be man-made like the walls along a highway 
- Must be 10 handbreadths tall 
- May not have breeches other than doorways (problematic if it’s three handbreadths 

in most cases)  

Tzurat Hapetach – doorway 

Tzurat Hapetach means “the shape of an opening”. The logic is that if a wall has many 
doorways, and all those doorways are open at the same time, it is still called a wall. So too, 
if you just have the frame of the door, but you don’t have the doors at all, isn’t that also 
called a wall? 

 

Doorway shape 

In order to create a tzurat hapetach (door frame) you need a pole on either side (that’ 
strong enough to hold a flimsy door) and a lintel (top part of the frame)  You don’t 
necessarily need a pole on top, but can even use string. However, it must be ON TOP and 
not on the side so it looks like a doorway. 

 

ERUV TERMS THAT ARE UNRELATED TO THE ABOVE ERUV (CHATZEIROT) 

Eruv Tavshilin 

An Eruv Tavshilin is used when Yom Tov is followed by Shabbat. Ordinarily we do not cook 
on Yom Tov for the day after Yom Tov, but with this Eruv we may cook from Yom Tov to 
Shabbat 

Eruv Techumin 

An Eruv Techumin expands the limit of you city on Shabbat 

 

 

 


